3. PART NAMES AND EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
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4. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

The installation procedure for the bus connection unit is explained using the GT1755.

1. Power off the GOT.
2. Remove two extension units and covers of the GOT.
3. Fit the bus connection unit into the GOT case.
4. Follow the bus connection unit by tightening its mounting screws (4 places) with tightening torque 0.36 to 0.48 N•m.
5. Insert and fit the bus connection cable into the bus connection unit of the GOT case. After fitting, check for fill-in which may cause a malfunction due to a communication failure.

Note that the CAUTION level may lead to a serious accident according to the circumstances. Always follow the precautions of both levels because they are important precautions. Please read this manual to make it accessible when required and always refer to it in the end-user manual.
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